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REFERENCES TO MONTAlGNE AND BAYLE TEXTS

The editions referred to are:
Montaigne, Oeuvres completes, ed. Albert Thibaudet and Maurice
Rat. Bibliotheque de la Pleiade. Paris; Gallimard, 1962. (It is to be
hoped that succeeding printings will not change the pagination of this
useful volume, but the inclusion of strata indicators at present missing
from essays one through eight in Book II may make a difference.)
References will give the book number in capital Roman numerals,
the essay number in small Roman numerals, the page number, and
the letter a, b, or c to indicate that the passage first appeared in 1580,
1588, or on the Bordeaux copy. JV means Journal de voyage.
Bayle, Pierre. Dictionnaire historique et critique, ed. Beuchot, 16 vols.
Paris: Desoer, 1820. (Abbreviated DHC.)
- . Oeuvres diverses de Pierre Bayle, 2nd ed. 4 vols. Trevoux, 1737.
(Abbreviated OD. The notation "OD I B" refers to Bayle's letters to
his family, separately paginated at the end ofvolume one in the second
edition of OD.)
The notations "l" or "r" will be used to indicate the left or right
column of OD or DHC when necessary. References to the Dictionnaire
will indude: (1) the artide title (homonyms will be distinguished, e.g.,
Dante, pahe and Dante, Pierre- Vineent), (2) in superscript an indication
of the edition in which the passage first appeared (p = Projet, 1692;
1 = 1697; 2 = 1702; 4 = 1720, posthumous); the notations 2 and 4
may refer to a newartide or to an addition made to an artide originally
appearing in an earlier edition, (3) the location of the comment, either
in the artide (art.) or in aremark (e.g., c) or in a footnote to a
remark (an Arabic numeral) or rarely in a subsection of aremark (a
Roman numeral).

